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Abstract— The reality is comely so untold much 

unsafe for women. Social evils such as 

molestations, dowry, crime against women are 

on the ascend in many countries. The worst of 

all is rape. Incidents of crime against women 

have increased in Indian cities at an alarming 

rate, with the most common incidents being 

rape, Sexual harassment, kidnapping and eve 

teasing. Women's safety is still a major issue as 

the number of crimes against women and girls is 

on the rise every day. Mobile phone is one piece 

of technology in this technological age that 

nearly everybody uses to keep connected with 

friends and family. All they need is an electronic 

device that can be easily carried around and 

worn whenever the woman would feel 

inherently dangerous. This 

conceptual document describes a rapid 

response, cost protection system for an person 

and particularly for women through which a 

woman in danger can seek help on this smart 

gadget just by pressing a button on it. Women's 

Protection Self Defense Device is like a Smart 

Watch for Kids. It's capable of empowering 

women with technology embedded in a portable 

electronic device. The women wearing this 

device as a watch or band, whenever abuse 

happens or when they feel that someone is going 

to assault them, they click a switch on the watch 

or band and even when the women have 

dropped the information about the attack along 

with the body posture and position information 

is sent as an SMS warning to a few predefined 

emergency contacts. The framework will 

comprise of inserted equipment and 

programming code signed for this committed 

application. The framework takes into account 

knowing precise area of the person, when the 

trigger key on the belt is squeezed. By giving the 

moment area of the  bothered casualty to the 

police with the goal that the episode could be 

forestalled and the guilty party secured. In the 

event that if the guardian needs to know the 

current area of the woman, he/she can do as 

such by sending a SMS to the SIM number of 

the woman which contains a mystery secret 

word. At that point this framework reacts to 

such demand by sending back a SMS containing 

area data regarding Scope and Longitude. This 

would help decrease wrongdoing against ladies. 

It additionally contains a stun instrument to 

produce non-deadly electric stun in crisis 

circumstances to deflect the assailant. 

Keywords— Microcontroller, GPS, GSM, 

Voice recognition Module, Alarm, Shock wave 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this day and age, ladies security has become a 

significant issue as they can't step out of their home 

at some random time due to physical/sexual 

maltreatment and dread of savagery. Indeed, even 

in the 21st century, where the innovation is quickly 

developing, and new devices were grown yet at the 

same time ladies, and young ladies are confronting 

issues and indeed, even at day time swarmed places 

hundreds and thousands of occurrences of 

physical/sexual maltreatment happens to ladies 

consistently. Among different wrongdoings, assault 

is the quickest developing wrongdoing in the nation 

today.[6] The gadget described here is a self-

preservation framework uniquely intended for 

ladies in trouble to assist them with protecting 

Themselves. This gadget can be fitted in a tote, 

belt, or mounted to the young lady's shoes, and the 

signal for an emergency response joined to the belt. 

The woman in peril can enact the framework by 

squeezing the crisis button on belt or inclining her 

shoe. It is a basic and straightforward to convey 

gadget with a wide scope of highlights and 

usefulness. [7] The fundamental approach is to 

suggest moment area and a pain message to the 

cops and enrolled numbers like guardians, 

companions, media, and ladies cell and so forth 

with the goal that disastrous occurrences would be 

deflected and to give continuous proof to quick 
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activity against the culprits of wrongdoing against 

ladies. [8] Women everywhere throughout the 

world are confronting and even exposed to 

deceptive physical badgering. Security for ladies is 

as yet a significant issue as the number of 

wrongdoings and provocation over ladies, and 

young ladies is expanding day-by-day. In this 

period of innovation, a cell phone is one of the 

devices that nearly everybody likes and uses to stay 

in contact with loved ones. All they need is a 

gadget that can be conveyed wherever without any 

problem. This proposed venture manages a brisk 

reacting, cost assurance framework for an 

individual and particularly for ladies utilizing 

which a lady in anguish can call for help just with 

the press of a catch on this intelligent device. Self 

Preservation module for ladies' wellbeing 

resembles a Smart Watch for Women security. It 

can assist ladies with innovations that are 

implanted into a reduced gadget. It can possibly 

help ladies with advances that are installed. It is 

exceptionally intended for ladies' wellbeing and 

assurance. It has a control button that will be 

utilized by ladies to educate close by police when 

they are in trouble. This watch legitimately gets 

associated with the satellite through GPS when 

actuated. At that point, the area is moved through 

the GSM, and it likewise contains a stun instrument 

to create non-deadly electric stun in crisis 

circumstances to hinder the assailant. In this sense, 

the utilization of setting mindful innovation is a 

basic perspective in these advancements to see 

upgrades from the setting and respond to it 

independently—a situation able to do perceiving 

the nearness of individuals, and finding them. The 

activity setting is the base of our innovation to 

exhibit all its potential. There are numerous 

methodologies that propose electronic tele 

observing frameworks planned for following 

casualties and aggressors in request to diminish 

hazard circumstances. Despite the fact that these 

methodologies are based on finding and 

information transmission advancements, for 

example, GPS and GPRS. This module 

straightforwardly gets associated with the satellite 

through GPS when actuated. At that point, the area 

is moved through the GSM and this gadget is 

likewise given a stun instrument to produce non-

deadly electric stun. 

 

 

 

2. OBJECTIVES 

First Self protection and ready framework for 

people to maintain a strategic distance from 

violations in alone or being in gravely lit regions:  

1.Implementation of an ongoing checking gadget 

can tackle the issue to a degree.  

2.The essential methodology is to imply moment 

area and a trouble message to the cops and enrolled 

number like guardians, companions, media, and 

ladies cell and so forth so disastrous episodes 

would be turned away and to give ongoing proof 

for quick activity against the culprits of 

wrongdoing against ladies.  

3.Shock system to create non-deadly electric stun 

in crisis circumstances to hinder the aggressor. 

3. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Concerning [1], battered mediation programs 

were opened for psycho-instructive intercession of 

men that utilized the savagery toward their 

accomplice or ex-accomplice. This was proposed in 

Spain, Costa Rica and Chile. Concerning [2], an 

outward appearance examining framework was 

created to report the danger dependent on facial 

articulations of risk. The camera caught pictures of 

the individuals what's more, quickly the 

declarations of the individuals caught in those 

pictures were dissected. On location of the 

articulations which demonstrated dread, a danger 

report was documented. This framework was 

proposed to be introduced in railroad stations, 

transport stations, strip malls and so forth. 

Concerning [3], a self preservation framework was 

created with GPRS (General Packet Radio Service) 

area following and Short Message Service (SMS) 

cautioning through GSM systems. In this 

framework the SMS contained data just about the 

person in question area and the body stance of the 

person in question. These messages will be sent to 

the predefined crisis numbers. On the off chance 

that if the guardian needs to know the current area 

of the client, he/she can do as such by sending a 

SMS to the SIM(Subscriber Identity Module) 

number of the woman which contains a mystery 

secret word. 

4. EXISTING SYSTEMS 

The Different techniques are existing for ladies 

security like pepper splash canisters, the Stun 

Rings, the Ultrasonic Dog Repellent, the Stun 

Firearm, the Tear Gas Spray . There are 

additionally cell phone based applications that can 
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send an alarm message utilizing GSM systems and 

GPS finding following frameworks. There are 

different methodologies towards wearable gadgets 

with just a SMS based alarm and following of the 

casualty utilizing GSM and GPRS frameworks. 

 

5. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Fig(1): The square chart of the calculated 

framework is appeared in below figure. The 

microcontroller goes about as an Embedded 

processing framework and controls the exercises of 

the considerable number of subsystems. It is 

interfaced with Emergency Switch, Voice 

acknowledgment module, GPS Receiver, GSM 

Modulator demodulator (MODEM), High Voltage 

Shock Circuit, LCD show, Buzzer, and Wireless 

camera. The microcontroller occasionally screens 

the status of all the gadgets and furthermore 

continues checking for any approaching SMS 

message from the guardians or any overseers. 

When there is no GSM arrange, on squeezing the 

Emergency Switch, the processor actuates the 

discourse circuit to make uproarious yelling sound 

to get the consideration of the close by individuals 

for help. Along these lines, when the client affirms 

the voice order the signal will naturally turn on. It 

likewise readies the High Voltage Electric Shock 

Circuit to be prepared to give a non-deadly stun to 

the assailant. In the event that the assistance isn't 

accessible and if the framework isn't reset inside 

the specified time, the framework acquires area 

data from the GPS and gets ready a book SMS 

containing the current area data and sends a SMS 

through the GSM modem to the police control 

room and a trouble message to the pre-customized 

portable number[3]. The design is: 

 

 
Fig.1 Block Diagram of Women Self Defence 

System By Using GPS and GSM 

 

6. WORKING PROCEDURE 

The client on declaring any of the pre-stacked 

voice orders can begin working the gadget. On 

affirmation of the voice order of the client and 

client's voice confirmation, the gadget turns on. On 

squeezing a catch, a message in regards to the 

danger can be sent to the closest police 

headquarters and the relatives whose contacts have 

been preloaded. The police headquarters gets the 

message and client area following is been given by 

GSM, GPS furthermore, GPRS modules. 

Alongside the message, the client can likewise 

catch and send the picture of the attacker to the 

police headquarters with the assistance of small 

camera in the gadget. Also, to include more 

wellbeing in situations where GSM organize 

administrators are most certainly not accessible, an 

implicit stun generator produces stun waves which 

hurts the aggressor and the ringer which delivers a 

disturbing sound in the encompassing area. The 

client can likewise simply press a catch to make an 

impression on the police headquarters which will 

be ignorant to the aggressor.  

 

7. APPLICATIONS 

• Compact in size.  

• Wireless connectivity. 

• Easy and fast to install.  

• Easy Maintenance  

• Low cost with high performance 

• Works round the clock. 

• Fast response. 

• Environmental friendly system. 

 

8. CONCLUSION 

The proposed system is thus a cost effective and 

an ergonomically simple but an advanced 

electronic gadget which works for the self defence 

of the women in need. It has a very low 

maintenance but can be used effectively and easily 

by the women in distress. 
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